
CRAPS 
 
Craps is a dice game where the player needs a lucky hand. A player, the 
shooter, rolls the dice while the others place their bets. 
 

Come Out Roll / Opening Shot 
The first shot in a round is called the Come Out Roll with which a Point needs 
to be reached. Here certain bets are placed: Pass or Don’t Pass, whereas 
the Shooter has to bet on Pass. 
 

Pass Line / Don‘t Pass-Line 
If during the Come Out Roll the number 7 or 11 is rolled, the bets placed on 
the Pass Line win and the same Shooter will continue to roll. If a 2, 3 or 12 
are rolled the Pass Line loses and the Shooter must pass on the dice to his 
or her neighbour for a new opening shot. The Don’t Pass-Line wins if the 
number 2, 3 or 12 is rolled and losses at 7 or 11. 
 

Point 
If during the Come Out Roll any of the other numbers are rolled (4, 5, 6, 8, 
9, 10) it will become the Point and the next round begins. The bets on Pass 
and Don’t Pass remain placed and may not be changed. The Shooter will 
continue rolling the dice until the Point or the number 7 is rolled.  
If the Point is rolled, the round is over. The Shooter as well as the Pass Line 
wins, while the bets placed on the Don’t Pass Line lose. If the number 7 is 
rolled, the round is over and the Shooter and the Pass Line lose, while the 
Don’t Pass Line wins. Bets placed on Pass and Don’t Pass are paid out 1:1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The following bets may be placed after the 
Opening Shot: 

 
Field 
Bets placed on Field are speculating that a 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11 or 12 will be rolled 
in the next round. The bets are paid out 1:1 (or 2:1 if a 2 or 12 are rolled). If 
none of the numbers are rolled the bets are lost. 
 

Big 6 and Big 8 
Bets placed on these fields are speculating that a 6 (or 8) will be rolled be-fore 
the 7. If the number 7 is rolled, the bets are lost. With all other numbers, the 
bets remain on the table. The bets may be changed or withdrawn at any time. 
Wins are paid out 1:1. 
 

Hard Bets 
The Hard Bets are the fields in the middle of the table. Here the bets are 
speculating that the shown number will be rolled “the hard way” – meaning, 
by rolling 2 of a kind. If the number 7 is rolled or if the number is rolled “the 
easy way” (for example, the number 4 as 3+1), the bet is lost. The bets may 
be changed or withdrawn at any time and are independent of the opening shot 
(Come Out Roll). The pay-off ratio is indicated on each field. 
 

Any Craps and Seven 
The bets placed on the Any Craps field are speculating that the number 2, 3 or 
12 will be rolled. If any other number is rolled, the bets are lost. Similarly, the 
bets placed on Seven win if the number 7 is rolled and lose with any other 
number. 
 

Come / Don‘t Come 
The Come and Don’t Come bets are basically equivalent to the Pass and Don’t 
Pass bets. They may only be placed after a Point has been reached through the 
opening shot (Come Out Roll). 
 

Horn Bets 
This field is located underneath the Hard Bets field in the middle of the table. 
Bets placed on one of the single fields (2, 3, 11, 12) speculate that the according 
number will be rolled. If any other number is rolled the bets are lost. The pay-
off is highest for these fields – the numbers 3 and 11 are paid off 15:1, the 
numbers 2 and 12 with 30:1. 

We rent craps and many other gaming tables with croupiers 
and everything! 
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